
The question “Why?” can�
be a powerful tool for dig-�
ging for the root cause of�
a problem because it nat-�
urally leads to a “because”�
response:�

Why are people unhappy�
with our pureed meals?�

Because they all look and�
taste bland�.�

Why do they all look and�
taste the same?�

Because we don’t have the�
recipes or the training to�
make them more appetiz-�
ing.�

This is a shortened exam-�
ple. It usually takes five or�
more why questions to�
get to the root cause.  Just�
keep asking why and let�
the conversation guide�
you to the real reason for�
a process failure.�

The question “How?” can�
jumpstart ideas for fixing�
the real reason a process�
is failing.�

How can we get new reci-�
pes for pureed foods?�

How can we get training in�
making pureed foods�
more appealing?�

“Why?” and “How?” can�
go a long way toward pin-�
pointing and solving the�
real cause of a process�
failure.�

Discussing and understanding the gap between “what is happening” and “what should be happening” begins�
the process of developing a performance improvement project (PIP).  When the root cause of the situation is�
clearly defined, the team can move on to developing an action plan.�

Moving�
to the�
Next�

Step?�

“�Jumping into a project to fix a broken process�
without truly understanding where things went wrong�

wastes time and resources.  Identify the root cause of the�
problem first.“�

A learning circle allows people both living and working at all levels of the community to get�
together in a welcoming setting that supports open dialogue where�all ideas and opinions�
are respected and valued. This group effort increases the number of ideas for discussion�
and empowers everyone to truly contribute to the process.�
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THE POWER OF WHY AND HOW�

ANALYSIS�

� The facilitator is usually the person who leads the proj-�
ect. That person should have a sharp group awareness�
and the ability to help people express their ideas.  The�
facilitator sets the tone for a helpful and creative dis-�
cussion by clearly explaining the rules for the learning�
circle:�

� Everyone sits in a circle without tables or other ob-�
structions blocking their view of one another.�

Everyone agrees not to talk over each other or to talk�
to the person sitting next to them while someone else�
is talking.�

� The facilitator poses an open-ended question related�
to the problem and then asks for a volunteer to re-�
spond such as:�

� Why do you think we’re having problems with...?�

� What do you think is causing this process to fail?�

� The person sitting to the right or left of the facilitator�
responds, for no more than two minutes, followed one�
by one around the circle until everyone has spoken�
that chooses to speak on the subject without interrup-�
tion.�

� When everyone in the circle has had a chance to speak,�
the facilitator goes back to those who passed and al-�
lows each one the opportunity�to respond. Of course�
no one is forced to speak, but there is the expectation�
that they will. They may respond with gentle�
encouragement and support from the facilitator.�

�The facilitator keeps the circle going in a positive and�
creative direction, without any comments, judgment or�
analysis. After everyone has had a chance to speak,�
there is a full discussion lead by the facilitator until all�
ideas have been explored.�

- Diane Hall, RD�

Rules of the Circle�
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